Empowering
Personalized
Therapy Decisions
for Your Patient

Non-Small Cell Lung Carcinoma
StrandAdvantage Tissue-Specific
Genomic Test for Cancer

Lung tissue-specific genomic test for
standard-of-care therapy selection

Expand your treatment options with StrandAdvantage
The most comprehensive molecular profiling test to identify therapy
across the cancer care continuum

Immunotherapy

Targeted Therapy

Chemotherapy

Class-leading 10 day Turnaround Time

StrandAdvantage NSCLC Panel Highlights
• Tests clinically actionable genomic alterations and biomarkers based on therapeutic significance
• Marker status used to identify response to FDA approved therapies
• Comprehensive testing method using NGS, IHC, and FISH platforms
• Test performed on a single biopsy sample
• High sensitivity and specificity to detect low frequency genomic alterations by NGS

StrandAdvantage NSCLC Panel
FDA Approved Drugs

Markers

Response
Most EGFR mutation indicate response to all three drugs, while some alterations
indicate resistance to them. MET or KRAS alterations may indicate limited
response to all three drugs. ERBB2 alterations may indicate limited response to
erlotinib and gefitinib but possible response to afatinib.

Erlotinib, Gefitinib,
Afatinib

EGFR, KRAS, MET, ERBB2

Osimertinib

EGFR

Crizotinib

ALK, ROS1, MET

Ceritinib, Alectinib

ALK

ALK rearrangement indicates response to both drugs.

Vemurafenib,
Dabrafenib

BRAF

BRAF mutations indicate possible response to both drugs.

Trastuzumab

EGFR, ERBB2, MET, PIK3CA

ERBB2 alterations are associated with response to trastuzumab. EGFR, MET or
PIK3CA alterations are associated with limited response to trastuzumab.

Nivolumab,
Pembrolizumab

PD-L1

High levels of PD-L1 are associated with enhanced response to both drugs.

Gemcitabine

RRM1

Low levels of RRM1 indicate response to gemcitabine.

Pemetrexed

TS

Paclitaxel, Docetaxel

TUBB3, Pgp

High levels of TUBB3 or Pgp indicate poor response to taxane-based therapy,
while low levels of TUBB3 indicate enhanced response.

Vinorelbine

TUBB3

High levels of TUBB3 indicate poor response to vinorelbine, while low levels of
TUBB3 indicate enhanced response.

Cisplatin, Carboplatin

ERCC1

High levels of ERCC1 indicate poor response to platin-based therapy, while low
levels of ERCC1 indicate enhanced response.

Measured by IHC

Measured by NGS

EGFR T790M mutation indicates possible response to osimertinib.
ALK or ROS1 rearrangements indicate response to crizotinib. MET alterations
may indicate response to crizotinib.

Low levels of TS indicate response to pemetrexed.

Measured by FISH

Drug recommendations based on IHC marker status for NSCLC
Marker

TUBB3

MDR1/Pgp

ERCC1

RRM1

TS

Drug

Paclitaxel,
Docetaxel,
Vinorelbine

Paclitaxel,
Docetaxel

Cisplatin,
Carboplatin

Gemicitabine

Pemetrexed

IHC Outcome
Result

Clinical utility

Positive

Poor response

Negative

Enhanced response

Positive

Poor response

Positive

Poor response

Negative

Enhanced response

Negative

Negative

Enhanced response

Enhanced response

Level of Evidence**

Treatment Setting

Substantial

First - later line, Neo-adjuvant,
Adjuvant, Palliative

In a meta-analysis, patients with high level of TUBB3 were associated with a
shorter overall-survival (HR = 1.52) and event free-survival when compared to
patients with low level of TUBB3 (HR = 1.47).
[PLoS One; PMID: 24705847]

First line, Neo-adjuvant

In a study with 50 patients, 100% cases with good response to
paclitaxel-based chemotherapy were negative for Pgp expression and 68%
of the patients with poor response were positive for Pgp expression.
[Respiration; PMID:12584388]
Evidence also available from other tissues

First line

In a meta-analysis, ERCC1-positive patients were 20% less likely to
experience response (Risk ratio, RR: 0.80) and had a risk of death 2.03 times
greater relative to ERCC1-negative patients.
[Clin Lung Cancer; PMID:21723790]

First - later line, Adjuvant

In a meta-analysis, RRM1-low/negative expression was associated with a
higher response rate (44.9% vs 22.2%, OR = 0.31), longer survival (3.94
months) and progression-free-survival (2.64 months), relative to
RRM1-high/positive expression.
[Lung Cancer; PMID:21889227]

First - later line

In a study with 196 patients, low TS expression was associated with a longer
progression-free-survival (5.6 vs 3.5 months; HR= 0.6379) and
overall-survival (22.5 vs 11.5 months; HR = 0.5680), relative to high TS
expression.
[Journal of Thorac Oncol; PMID:23242435]

First - later line

Of the 290 PD-L1 positive-patients enrolled in the trial, those treated with
pembrolizumab experienced longer overall survival (17·3 months vs 8·2
months) and improved progression-free-survival (5·2 months vs 4·1
months) relative to those treated with docetaxel.
[Lancet; PMID:26712084]

Second - later line

In a nivolumab-treatment study, PD-L1-positive patients experienced an
enhanced objective response, measured in terms of partial response, stable
disease and progressive disease (24% vs 14%, 24% vs 20%, 44% vs 49%),
relative to PD-L1 negative patients.
[Lancet Oncol; PMID:25704439]
Evidence also available from other tissues

Moderate

Substantial

Substantial

Substantial

Pembrolizumab
PD-L1

[Approved for PD-L1
positive(>50%)
NSCLC patients]

Nivolumab

Positive

Positive

Enhanced response

Enhanced response

Substantial

Moderate

** Substantial: Clinical evidence derived from analysis of 1000 patients or more across studies in lung cancer
Moderate: Clinical evidence derived from analysis of 200 patients or more (but less than 1000) across studies in lung cancer and other cancers (Colon, Breast)

Examples of statistically significant studies in NSCLC

The StrandAdvantage Testing Process
From Prescription to Report
Optimized to fit the needs of clinical practice, StrandAdvantage uses next-generation sequencing to analyze cancer-related
genes taken from solid tumor samples. The test results are annotated using a comprehensive knowledge base curated by
proprietary technology and an experienced team of scientists at Strand.

Test Prescription

Sample collection

Provide prescription to
your patient for
StrandAdvantage testing.

The hospital or our
product specialist
collects sample from
patient in kits provided
by us. Sample is sent to
our lab for processing.

Sample processing &
analysis
Samples are processed
through state-of-the art
analysis, interpretation,
and reporting platforms
by our team of expert
scientists.

Sample Requirement
Formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded tissue (FFPE)
Turnaround Time (TAT)



StrandAdvantage NSCLC Test – 10 working days
Extended Tissue-Specific Test - 2 additional weeks

Report
Receive your clinical
report securely through
email. The final results
are delivered in an
easy-to-read report
containing actionable
genomic variant
information. Our clinical
experts are available to
help you review the
results and answer any
questions you may have.

Why Strand
StrandAdvantage offers oncologists and pathologists a powerful new tool to determine optimal therapeutic strategies for cancer patients
and start treatments quickly.

StrandAdvantage is designed for oncologists to use
as a resource when making therapy decisions

Best-in-class interpretation and reporting

Standard-of-care therapy recommendations are
delivered in ten working days.

Expert interpretation and reporting using proprietary
technology with deep curation conducted by a very large
team of expert scientists results in an easy-to-read and
clinically actionable report.

Multi-gene testing advantage

Chemotherapeutic Response

Many genes are tested concurrently to identify driver
and secondary mutations.

StrandAdvantage provides information related to
chemotherapeutic response for use in standard-of-care
setting.

Comprehensive treatment options

Affordability

Strand’s comprehensive database of genomic
variants provides up to date information on
FDA-approved and NCCN recommended cancer
therapies.

StrandAdvantage provides an affordable opportunity to
obtain actionable results compared to other tests.

About Strand
A History of Innovative Genomic Research
Strand Life Sciences is a global genomic profiling company and leader in precision medicine diagnostics, aimed at
empowering cancer care and genetic testing for inherited diseases. Strand works with physicians and hospitals to
enable faster clinical decision support for accurate molecular diagnosis, prognosis, therapy recommendations, and
clinical trials. The Strand Center for Genomics & Personalized Medicine is India’s 1st and only CAP & NABL accredited
NGS laboratory.

A Trusted Partner to Companies Worldwide
For 15 years, our genomics products and solutions have facilitated the work of leading researchers and medical
geneticists in over 2,000 laboratories and 100 hospitals around the world.
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